
Standard Edition Section Inquiry # Background
617 8th 4.8.8.9 617-I-01-18 Teflon shall not be used in the V blocks

617 8th Annex G, 
page 129, 
point (f)

617-I-02-18 ‘In the event of a surge system does not function as 
intended, a system needs shall designed to detect 
that surge has occurred to alert operators so that 
corrective action can be taken to get the machine 
out of surge or shut the machinery down.”



617 8 Annex F 617-I-03-19



Question Answer Contact Email
Teflon is a trademark product of an American 
company. Can other polymers be used in the V 
blocks? or Are other polymers also prohibited?

PTFE shall not be used.

kouda_yu@khi.co.jp

Clarification # 1 : Surge system described in 
the statement
My understanding based on API 670 5th 
Edition 2014 and API 617 8th Edition 2014, 
surge system can be 2 systems, first one is 
Antisurge Control and second one is Surge 
Detection. 
Based on Page 143 API 670 Paragraph K.3.9 
the next line of defence is Surge Detection as 
an absolute protection if Antisurge Control 
failed.
However statement (f) Page 129 above doesn’t 
says ‘a system needs shall designed to detect 
that surge has occurred…’ is referring to Surge 
Detection. Please confirm ‘a system’ definition 
from point (f) Page 129

Clarification #1: To be 
considered for 9th Ed

tjantz1@citgo.com 

Clarification #2 : Is a Surge Detection 
System is an ultimate last line of defence 
for a dynamic compressor ?
My understanding based on API 617 and 
API 670 Antisurge Control System is to 
prevent compressor to operate in region 
where surge event is anticipated either 
from prediction or verification testing.
Surge Detection System is the machinery 
protection as a safeguarding mechanism 
to prevent machinery damage if 
Antisurge Control System malfunctioned.

Clarification #2: Not a question 
directed at the standard.  He is 
asking for an opinion.

tjantz1@citgo.com 
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Clarification # 3 : Is testing for Surge 
Detection System is categorised as Critical 
Function Test by API 670?
My interpretation based on API 670 Page 
144 paragraph K.5.1.3 is not quite 
demonstrating the need with ‘should’ or 
‘shall’. Having this requirement in API 
670, appreciate a confirmation from API 
670 about suggesting Surge Detection 
System to be tested periodically as 
important as Over Speed Trip Protection 
System.

Clarification #3: Should be 
directed to API 670.

tjantz1@citgo.com 

I have a question concerning the 
application of equations in API 617 Annex 
F (F.6a) p 224. It is not clear what is 
referred to by "equivalent nozzle 
diameter". Was De used to find this? 
Also, does the value of 230mm apply to 
each individual nozzle or the calculated 
equivalent nozzle diameter? jason.coffey@rig-rds.com
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